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Analysis

Background:
[Briefly describe the reanalyst’s understanding of the study design, objectives, and planned analysis.]

Methods:
[Describe all analyses conducted in sufficient detail that they could be replicated exactly. These should match what was proposed in the Analysis Plan. Any departures should be noted below (see section Departures from Analysis Plan). Include a link to your code.]

Results:
[Include results of all analyses described in the Methods section, including checks on model assumptions etc. Include tables & graphs. If results are contained in other files, include links to those files here.]

Departures from Analysis Plan:
[Describe any departures from the Analysis Plan, including any exploratory analyses. Include rationales for these departures and statistical adjustments made to account for unplanned tests.]

Limitations:
[Describe any limitations associated with the analysis, including any limitations that only became apparent during the course of the analysis.]

Exploratory Analysis
[Describe any exploratory analysis completed by the reanalyst.]

Reconciliation with Initial Analysis
[Describe how the reanalysis compared to the initial analysis and any discrepancies that had to be diagnosed and resolved. If reconciliation led to changes in the initial analysis, the lead analyst will revise their Record of Analysis and describe the revisions in general terms in the final section of]
that document. If reconciliation led to changes in the reanalyst’s work, the reanalyst should describe those changes here.]